We continue to celebrate the builders of our Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry's history. In January, we recognized the pioneers of kidney transplantation and their tremendous contributions. Here are more milestones we will be marking in 2017:

- 100th Anniversary of the first seven DDS degrees at the University of Alberta
- 50th Anniversary of the Division of Infectious Diseases
- 50th Summer Student Research Day (Fall 2017)
- 50th Anniversary of the first coronary bypass operation in Edmonton
- 40 Years since the establishment of the Division of Oncology
- 10th Anniversary of the Alberta Diabetes Institute

Stay tuned for more information on how we will celebrate our faculty's milestones.

Our Alumni
The gift that keeps on giving
The University of Alberta Hospital and the FoMD celebrate the 50th anniversary of the first kidney transplant in Alberta. Alumni Rex Boake and Ray Ulan were recognized for their pioneering work with the renal program. More...

He shoots, he saves
MD all-star alumnus Chris Le seeks to help all kids hit the ice in collaboration with Sport Central. Read story

Alumni awards & accolades
Join us in celebrating the great things our alumni are doing and congratulate your colleagues for their recognitions! (Photo: Christian Beaulieu). Click here to see the latest list

What are our residents up to?
Resident Doctors of Canada features stories of alumni Anthony Lott, Natasha Snelgrove, Marissa Tsoi and Kevin Zou. (Photo: Marissa Tsoi). Read profiles
More: Professional Association of Resident Physicians of Alberta profiles

Keeping up with the physicians
Some say the friendships you forge at university will last forever. The MD class of 1961 is determined to prove it. Read story

The sky is -not- the limit
Alumni Ross Semeniuk and Nathalie Sleno compete for an astronaut position with the Canadian Space Agency. (Photo: CSA). Read Semeniuk's profile | Read Sleno's profile
Research News

Working together with Indigenous health champions
Cultural immersion at Alexis Nakota Sioux Nation brought valuable lessons in cultural competency for family medicine residents. Read story

New e-tool helps parents of children with excess weight
An innovative e-tool, developed by FoMD researchers, lifts the blinders for parents of children with excess weight, and offers them much-needed support. More...

Related Content

- New approach needed for health care to Indigenous patients
- Why act now?: Sangita Sharma

In case you missed it

What about the U.S. travel ban?
Free flow of ideas may be at risk when academic researchers are kept apart. More...

- Related: Dean Richard Fedorak's message regarding the travel ban. Read here

Watch: Dean's Lecture Series event featuring Danielle Martin
If you missed the engaging lecture Better now: Healing health care through relationships and innovations by Danielle Martin last
Happy Valentine's Day!
Did you meet your sweetheart while you were at the U of A? Click here to send us an email with your story!

Your generous gifts translate into real action—and transform real lives. Help us continue our work and research!

Friday, February 9, you can still catch it on video.

• Click here to watch

We want to hear back from you. Tell us your stories, achievements or ask a question.

Are you receiving our Dentistry & Dental Hygiene Alumni E-Newsletters? If not, use this online form to stay connected!

Stay up to date!

Follow the FoMD:
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